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REAL common sense is not to be found in mankind  
 owing to the fact that they have received impres-

sions that have perverted their understanding utterly. 
They can constantly be perceived to be unstable in 
feelings, with ups and downs in their heart’s responses 
and in the way they judge what goes on around them. 
Those conditions arise solely out of the disease of pride, 
with which their minds are contaminated throughout, 
and which leads them to the heights of folly. The fact is 
that pride is a mistaken idea of how things are, such as 
having too high an opinion of oneself. One is then vexed 
when not granted the consideration one considers to be 
one’s due. Then, there are many people who are timid 
or shy. That also shows a warped character. Timidity 
and shyness are nothing but dissembled pride and fear. 
One who is afflicted with those weaknesses dares not 
come forward, dares not speak up or do anything of 
one’s own initiative, for fear of doing or of saying the 
wrong thing and of looking silly or clumsy. Such people 
put themselves in the background, not that they would 
not like to shine, but they fear some possible humilia-
tion. Such fear, shyness or timidity, such holding back, 
all such things are simply a form of pride, which rises 
out of selfishness, self-love.

As we have frequently said in our columns, mankind 
are in the toils of the suggestion thrust on them by the 
Adversary’s spirit, the spirit of “the god of this world”. 
That devilish hold on their minds prevents them from 
obtaining a wholesome outlook. They are like stuffed 
birds with eyes that do not see and wings that can-
not fly. That is why the divine Word explicitly says 
that mankind have no real life. To be viable, mankind 
must have contact with God’s Holy Spirit. The human 
machine is set going by various physical circulations. 
But since man is a creature with the highest possible 
degree of sensitivity, to have eternal life, he must have 
contact with the Spirit which produces life. At present, 
man is in the clutches of the influence that produces 
death. That is why he ages and disappears into the 
grave, more or less with brief notice.

When man draws near to the dead end, that is, to total 
wear, he would need to have that wear made good by 
the energy imparted by the Spirit of life, which ema-
nates from the Almighty and sets all things in motion. 
When, through his Creative Agent, his glorious Son, 
God called the first man into existence, mankind were 
placed in the environment most favourable to their 

happiness and to eternal life, which it rested with all 
men to achieve through the operation, to perfection, of 
all their mental and physical faculties.

At present, man is living a life of depravity because 
he is constantly subjected to the Adversary’s influence, 
the influence of Satan, who instils pride into his mind 
to keep him apart from God and from his Spirit. Pride 
is the expression of an unbalanced mind, which makes 
man see things otherwise than they actually are. The 
god of this world is afflicted with inordinate pride. To 
gratify that pride, he sought to build up a universe of 
his own on Earth, separate to the vast Universe made 
up of the numerous solar systems that extend to an in-
finity of distance in the length, the breadth, the height 
and the depth of Space, far beyond the scope of human 
imagination.

Thus, the Earth and its whole organisation are un-
der the rule of the Adversary, the Devil. To be able to 
maintain his realm, that malevolent being conceived 
the idea of cutting mankind off from the influence of 
God’s Holy Spirit, the spirit of love and consequently 
of humility. Indeed, love for others can only be shown  
in humility, whereas pride, which is the very essence of 
self-love, springs from a lack of mental balance, which 
will, without fail, lead the one affected with it into self-
ishness and all its wretched offshoots.

The Universal Law shows us that all things in the 
Universe exist to only do good. But to be able to live 
to only do good, one needs to be able to judge things 
correctly. Just as the human organism, made up of many 
members, works for the benefit and the good of the 
body as a whole, in the same way, the new society built 
up by Christ (its Protector), in God’s earthly Kingdom, 
provides all people with joy, happiness and blessing. 
By setting an example, that new society will show what 
love for others leads to and what the magnificent Work 
of the Restoration of All Things represents. That Work is 
made possible by the Ransom paid by our dear Saviour 
in the course of his ministry on Earth. As The Message 
to Humanity (the Book of Remembrance) tells us, the 
Adversary used to be a wonderful cherub, set to protect 
mankind. With his pride, he defiled his sanctuaries and 
broke the Universal Law. Accordingly, he existed for 
humanity’s misfortune instead of for their good. Herein, 
we are able to see the frightful consequences that pride 
can lead to. The more influence a person wields, if he 
has pride, the greater power for evil he will be over a 

great area. Contrariwise, the humbler that that person 
is, the more his humility exerts a powerful and active 
influence which will do an immense amount of good to 
everyone at the benefit of it. Indeed, humility is one of 
the most beautiful features of divine love.

Our dear Saviour invited his Disciples: “Learn from 
me, for I am gentle and humble.” He came to Earth 
with so much humility that he even accepted to be born 
in a stable! And throughout his ministry on Earth, he 
shone around him the wonderful brightness of his grace 
by displaying modesty and humility in their highest 
expression. Our dear Saviour did nothing but good; 
he took pity on all who were unfortunate; he gave as-
sistance to all who wished for it. Not one of those who 
came to him for help ever went away empty. All had 
the benefit of his liberality and lovingkindness, and 
of the wonderful tenderness of his affectionate heart.

When one compares our dear Saviour’s humility 
with the terrible pride that reigns among humanity, for 
whose sake he came to give his life on the Cross, one 
begins to get an idea of how senselessly mad and how 
inconceivably nonsensical, is the prideful mentality of 
mankind, those tiny specks of dust. For that reason, 
all the efforts they make only lead to disappointment, 
sickness, pain, and in the end, death.

Mankind must be restored to mental balance

The Law of Equivalence is made comprehensible by 
the study of the Universal Law, and the practice of it. 
It also makes it clear that what one sows, one also has 
to reap. If one does good, the result is prosperity and 
blessing. If one sows bad things, one reaps one’s own 
hurt. Pride is a mistake. As we said before, it is an off-
shoot of selfishness. Its fruit is mental and also physical 
pain, and it leads, in the end, to destruction.

The human body is a tangible demonstration of the 
fact that each organ exists for the good of the others. 
For instance, the stomach exists for the good of the 
whole body. But if a person’s mentality is perverted, if 
he is incapable of reasoning with himself, concerning 
the way he eats or drinks, he is bound to store up too 
much matter in his system. All of that that is superflu-
ous, has to be eliminated at one time or another. That 
unemployed overmeasure is what is at the bottom of 
much disease. Not being made use of, it becomes for-
eign to the body. That irregularity arises out of break-
ing the Universal Law and not employing a member for 
the good of all the others: the depraved sense of taste 
has been favoured to the detriment of the whole body.

The madness of mankind, at present, goes beyond 
everything, owing to the pride with which they are 

Do all you can,
and the Lord will do the rest

THE Earth, pleasantly bathed in warm 
sunshine, is releasing, into the vitalizing 

air, its warm perfumes which rise into a cloud-
less sky, so blue that it gives an impression 
of infinite depth.

The mountainside is covered with a won-
derful carpet of pleasing colour, for the 
heather has just come into flower. How good 
it feels in the comforting shade of the chestnut 
trees, standing sturdily and spreading their 
thick-leaved and fresh-green branches, in 
the midst of which are to be seen the hairy 
husks which give the promise of a plentiful 
harvest of nuts! How good it feels to tread that 
ground covered with green plants which give 
forth their scent when crushed beneath your 
feet! How good it feels to lie under the trees 
and to watch the play of sunshine through 
the leaves!

Martina is able to temporarily forget the 
sorrows that grieve her small seven-year-old 
heart, which, in spite of its extreme youth, 
has nevertheless found time to become very 
heavy indeed. Her short life has been spent 
amidst the rugged mountains with her par-
ents, who are poor. Father, who is a day 
labourer, does all the work he can find to 
provide for his family, and mother works real 
miracles in her endeavour to give them all 
they need. Father’s work takes him far afield, 
and the children see very little of him. There 
comes a day when he fails to come home, 
having been carried off by a stroke, and his 
family is left in need. There is no assistance 
provided for the widow or her orphaned chil-
dren. Mother goes out to find work. She does 
people’s washing on the banks of the river, 
and in all weathers, to provide her children’s 
needs. During the summer months, Martina 
is put to work with some farmers. She has 
to herd the cows in the mountain pastures, 

and how often the little girl’s heart is assailed 
with fear! During her hours of watching, she 
is alarmed by the slightest noise. There might 
be wild boars around. Storms also fill her 
with fear, particularly when thunder echoes 
through the mountain valleys, and torrents of 
rain drench the pastures. Then, there are the 
strangers who sometimes pass by: cowherds, 
foresters and woodcutters, and who might say 
a few words to her. Martina is like a young 
wild animal, always on the alert for danger. 
She is paid very little for her day’s work. In 
the evening, she has her meal with the farm-
ers, and then takes herself off to the corner 
allotted to her for sleeping quarters. Alas, her 
straw mattress is full of bugs. From time to 
time, Martina drags it outside and shakes it 
in the hope of getting rid of those disagree-
able bedfellows.

In winter, Martina returns home and to 
school, following the lessons as best she can 
after her long absence.

Finally, at the age of 15, Martina gets a job 
with some rich people who have a property in 
her mountain village. Of course, the woman 
makes some objections, for Martina is slight, 
and barely looks more than 12. Her mother 
puts her hair up to make her look older, and 
Martina applies her whole heart to pleasing 
her employers.

A few years later, she leaves the village and 
finds employment with some doctors. These 
employers are very kind to her, and she finds 
happiness with them, for she is hard-working, 
honest and well behaved. Several years go by 
in that way, during which she holds various 
jobs as circumstances guide her.

On one of her days out, the friend she is 
spending it with invites her to accompany her 
to a meeting she frequently attends. Martina 
has been brought up a Catholic. Everybody 
in her village is Catholic, and she has the 
impression that nothing else is possible. The 
nuns and the priest direct the hearts and 
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obsessed. Some women, for instance, do extraordinary 
things. They do violence to their bodies in various ways, 
compelling them to all sorts of things for the sake of 
vanity, to please, to make themselves attractive and to 
receive compliments and be flattered. Some men will 
also do all sorts of things out of vainglory, for the sake 
of appearances, trying to make things look different 
from what they really are. How many people, who find 
it difficult to make ends meet, would hate to let it be 
known? They would rather carry an additional burden, 
too heavy for them, than admit their circumstances, the 
motive always being that infernal sentiment.

Mankind thus are all puffed up with pride. That is 
an established fact. To fight against that defect, one 
has to practise humility. The divine Word says that 
pride goes before a fall. Now, people have no idea of 
the thick coating of pride with which they are afflicted, 
because their wrong education includes some virtu-
osity in the art of dissembling and of hypocrisy. The 
Universal Law, which is the divine law, is founded on 
perfect freedom. That leaves creatures free to declare 
for everything that is right, good, upright, sincere and 
amiable. When a creature arrives at possessing those 
qualities, he is balanced and lives for the good of oth-
ers. He is then happy and viable, because he provides 
his system with the impressions that his sensory nerves 
cannot do without. Mankind have lost their balance in 
that respect, and it needs to be restored to them through 
them fighting their selfishness with altruism, and their 
pride with humility.

Under the influence of the spirit of evil, we have, all 
of us, made habits that are so many hooks within us, 
so many catches. They are an obstacle to us putting 
God’s wonderful ways into practice, the ways our dear 
Saviour proposes, which he carried out in the course of 
his mission on Earth. So, the question is for us to make 
new habits so that our minds may gradually become 
balanced by these impressions. We shall then have 
every facility for doing good. We shall keep under the 
control of the divine Spirit, the spirit of love and con-
sequently of freedom. We shall thus be restored to a 
condition of full mental balance, which is indispensable 
to lasting life. In this way, we shall become capable 
of overcoming evil with good, and of introducing the 
Kingdom of God on Earth.

Harm or heal?
One can ask oneself that question after one reads the 
following article in the French newspaper Ouest-France 
from the 28th and 29th of November 2020, which we 
partly quote:

93 medications sold in France might be dangerous

“There doesn’t have to be another future Mediator [a 
French weight-loss medication, also known as ‘beno-
fluorex’, which might have caused between 500 and 
2,000 deaths before it was taken off the market in 2009] 
at the centre of scandals or trials. Especially if all the 
health players react in time.” Those words are both 
cautious and quite disturbing. The monthly French 
medical journal Prescrire has published…its new 2021 
list of 100 medications [drugs] that are “more danger-
ous than useful” and to be avoided because of the 
“disproportionate” health risks they pose to patients…

 Among those added to that blacklist this year, are 
two drugs that expose people to undesirable side effects, 
which are “disproportionate” due to their low efficacy 
or the mildness of the disorders treated.

That is the case with the famous drug against moder-
ate hair loss in men: “Finasteride 1 mg” (also sold as 
Propecia and generics).

The French National Agency for the Safety of Medi-

cines and Health Products (ANSM), has already warned 
of psychiatric risks (anxiety and depression) and sexual 
disorders (including ejaculation disorders and a de-
crease in libido), leading to the discontinuation of that 
anti-baldness treatment.

Baldness, dizziness, cold, cough…

Also listed: Piracetam (also sold as Nootropil and gener-
ics), a blood-vessel dilator, authorized in various indica-
tions, including dizziness, and as an adjunct treatment 
for minor chronic disorders (cognitive or neurosensory) 
related to aging.

Three other drugs are mentioned, which have some 
effectiveness, but with disproportionate side effects or 
for which other less dangerous options exist. There is 
Esketamine (also sold as Spravato), a nasal spray, “with 
very uncertain efficacy” against depression resistant to 
antidepressants drugs. … Approximately ten drugs from 
the “gliflozin” medication family, against diabetes, are 
also among the drugs to be excluded.

Sore throats, coughs and colds [for those complaints], 
other products already discouraged in previous years 
still feature prominently on the list. The 2021 list covers 
113 drugs [sold in Europe], of which 93 are marketed 
in France, explains Prescrire.

The Hippocratic Oath states, not literally, that a prac-
tising physician engages themself to treat and to reduce 
pain, and that they should never do anything that would 
harm a sick person. The activity of a doctor was once 
considered as a calling. Can one say the same today?

It is obviously understandable that the development 
of a medication — from research and experimentation, 
until it is put on the market — costs effort and money. 
However, if at the end of all that work, the product does 
more harm than good, then logic requires the product 
to be immediately removed from the market. But in our 
society, money unfortunately often has the priority over 
all other considerations. Instead of removing that drug 
from the market, one tries to sell it in another country, 
perhaps in the Third World.

All of that would not be possible if everyone took to 
heart the wonderful Universal Law, which the Lord has 
established, and to which He has subjected all beings 
that have the breath of life. That law can be stated in 
two simple articles: “Every being and every thing shall 
exist for the good of each other, and they shall all have 
communion with each other.” If those elementary and 
very reasonable principals were followed, then it would 
be impossible to do anything that could harm anyone.

We know that the appearance of sin is what shat-
tered the harmony that previously existed between the 
Almighty and his creatures. But we also know that the 
beloved Son of God came to Earth to pay, to justice, the 
Ransom for sin. That Sacrifice will enable, in the near 
future, the Restoration of All Things. Then, no more 
harm or damage will be done on Earth, and human-
kind will regain its original destiny: eternal life in bliss.

A new type of GMO
In the following, we quote an article that was published 
in the French online newspaper Futura Sciences on the 
16th of June 2020, under the heading:

A genetically modified human-embryo
experiment turns into a fiasco

A London biomedical research centre carried out CRIS-
PR gene-editing experiments on human embryos. The 
researchers found that more than half of the embryos 
contained unintentional mutations and large deletions 
of the DNA sequences. That is proof that the technique 
is still far from being fully developed and that there 
won’t be any “better babies” tomorrow.

Since its discovery in 2012, the CRISPR-Cas9 gene- 
editing technique has raised many hopes in the treat-

ment of rare incurable diseases and in modifying genetic 
traits. Inexpensive and much easier than traditional 
genetic-modification techniques, this method has been 
the subject of many experiments around the world. The 
most well known is that of the [male] Chinese geneticist 
He Jiankui, who, in 2018, was involved in the birth of 
two girls with an altered version of the CCR5 gene to 
protect them from HIV infection. An MIT Technology 
Review magazine reporter later revealed that the babies 
had suffered unintentional mutations in their genome, 
with “unintended consequences”.

22% of embryos with accidental mutations

A new experiment led by the Francis Crick Institute, a 
biomedical research centre in London, has once again 
poured cold water on the hopes of supporters of this 
technique. Kathy Niakan and her colleagues used 
CRISPR-Cas9 to delete a gene called POU5F1 in 18 
human embryos. When they carried out the genetic 
sequencing of a chromosome, they noticed that ten em-
bryos presented serious anomalies, four of which had 
deletions or additions of sequences directly adjacent to 
the place where the DNA had been broken.

There are “on-target” mutations, as opposed to 
“off-target” mutations, which affect other parts of the 
genome. Although the experiment was not extended 
beyond 14 days for ethical reasons, Kathy Niakan said, 
in a bioRxiv prepublished statement on the study: “Our 
work underscores the importance of further basic re-
search to assess the safety of genome editing techniques 
[with CRISPR-Cas9].”

Genetic manipulations with harmful consequences

Unintended mutations with CRISPR-Cas9 technology are 
common. That is because the DNA repair mechanism 
targeted by the break often produces random remission. 
In an experiment carried out in 2018 on 127 mouse 
embryos, Australian researchers found significant de-
letions of up to 2,300 “base pairs” [parts of the DNA] 
in 45% of embryos. Several other studies have shown 
similar results, with each voluntary deletion of a gene 
resulting in consequent random deletions. Even worse 
damage has sometimes been observed.

In 2019, French researchers at Inserm [a human 
health and medical research institute in France] at-
tempted to repair a gene for “Gunther disease” [also 
known as “congenital erythropoietic porphyria” (CEP)], 
a rare genetic disease causing an abnormality in red 
blood cells. Far from having the expected results, the 
manipulation generated a bad DNA transcription on 
the target gene, resulting in “an undesirable dysfunc-
tion of the protein”.

The modification also produced large chromosomal 
truncations [shortenings], including the erasure of 
all terminal genes acting on the cell-damage repair 
mechanism. “Altogether, these side effects may limit 
the promising perspectives of the CRISPR-Cas9 nucle-
ase system for disease modeling and gene therapy,” 
the study, published in the Nature Communications 
scientific journal, already warned.

“‘What that means is that you’re not just changing 
the gene you want to change, but you’re affecting so 
much of the DNA around the gene you’re trying to 
edit, that you could be inadvertently affecting other 
genes and causing problems,’ says Kiran Musunuru, a 
cardiologist at the University of Pennsylvania who uses 
CRISPR in his lab to research potential heart-disease 
therapies. If you think of the human genome — a per-
son’s entire genetic code — as a book, and a gene as 
a page within that book, CRISPR is like ‘ripping out a 
page and gluing a new one in,’ Musunuru says. ‘It’s a 
very crude process.’ He says CRISPR often creates small 
mutations that are probably not worrisome, but in other 
cases, CRISPR can delete or scramble large sections of 
DNA,” reports the OneZero publication.

While most are probably not of concern (95% of hu-

minds, and take it on themselves to decide 
many things. So, Martina says to her friend: 
“You know how I look at things. But any-
way, I’ll go with you for friendship’s sake.” 
As agreed, they make their way together to 
the meeting place. On entering, Martina is 
struck by the tranquillity of the people gath-
ered there and the atmosphere that pervades 
the room. A woman, with an expression of 
calmness, takes the chair. Martina listens with 
attention to the message given out, and her 
heart warms to what she hears.

It is all about the love of God, and the 
boundless devotion of his Son on behalf of 
poor mankind, for the purpose of saving them 
and of preparing happiness for them together 
in Paradise on Earth. Having suffered so much 
in childhood, Martina drinks in those words 
of comfort, uttered with so much gentleness 
although with perfect assurance.

She says to her friend: “I had a feeling that 
we weren’t leading a normal life. I’m working 

here all on my own. Mother’s all on her own 
in her cottage up in the mountains, and my 
brother’s somewhere else. And there we are 
scattered all over the place, without affec-
tion. That’s not as it ought to be. To be sure, 
it would be much more pleasant to have one 
big family on Earth.”

Comforted by the influence she has under-
gone, Martina comes to the meeting again 
and gradually makes a habit of attending 
it regularly. From time to time, she goes to 
see her dear mother who is growing old. 
That gives her some problems to solve, for 
mother firmly holds on to her religion and 
its practices. So as not to give her a shock, 
at first, Martina goes to Mass with her when 
she visits her. Then, one day, she realizes 
that she has got to make a stand. That costs 
her something, for she knows it will give her 
mother pain. Nevertheless, braving the storm, 
she breaks away from religious practices. 
On one of her holidays, Martina puts off her 

visit to her mother for a few days to attend a 
large congress of the Angel of the Lord (the 
Philanthropic Association). She informs her 
mother of it, and the old lady, worked on by 
the priest and the nuns, has a very nasty let-
ter written to the evangelist in charge of the 
group with which Martina associates. She also 
writes to Martina’s employers to inform them 
that henceforth Martina is going to stay with 
her. On her arrival at the village, Martina is 
received with very bitter and cruel words.

Now begins a very troubled period for 
Martina: the religious leaders have decided 
to fetch the heretic back into the bosom of 
the Catholic Church, and start doing it with 
aggressive zeal. They make the old mother 
believe that Martina is off her head. They call 
in a doctor who examines the young girl. She 
is quite firm and refuses to take any drugs. 
The doctor, who feels there is something 
about all this that he cannot understand, 
does not insist.

Nuns come to the house to exhort Martina, 
and, in doing so, are somewhat rough with 
her, going as far as to shake her. Holy water is 
put in her food, and all means are attempted 
to cast a spell over her.

Martina finds it very difficult to bear that 
pressure exerted on her mind. What pains her 
the most is to feel that they have succeeded 
in turning her mother’s heart against her. Till 
then, they had always been very close, and 
mother was the kindest mother on Earth. 
How Martina longs for contact with her 
brothers and sisters of the Family of Faith, 
who refrain from writing to her or coming 
to see her for fear of making matters worse 
for her! Nevertheless, they all ardently pray 
that Martina’s close confinement might soon 
come to an end. She doesn’t even have the 
help of the dear Messenger’s publications, 
for her mother has banned the renewal of 
her subscriptions, and has burned all three 
of her books: The Message to Humanity (the 
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man DNA does not code for functional proteins), others 
are larger and involve thousands of base pairs, affecting 
the function of certain biological mechanisms.

Since the global outcry over the “He Jiankui affair” 
[he was sentenced to three years jail in China], no 
other birth of an “improved” baby has been officially 
confirmed, even though a third birth in China is sus-
pected. Several countries expressly prohibit the birth 
of genetically modified babies.

CRISPR-Cas9 nickase:
a new avenue to reduce unwanted effects

In the meantime, researchers are already working on 
other techniques to avoid all those harmful effects. Fran-
çois Moreau-Gaudry, one of the authors of the Inserm 
study, is thus working on a new CRISPR-Cas9 method, 
in which the nuclease, which cuts the two strands of 
DNA, is replaced by a nickase, which cuts only one of 
the two strands.

“The risk of loss of genetic material at the ends of 
the chromosomes then becomes almost zero. In addi-
tion, repair by junctions of non-homologous ends is not 
triggered: the sequence of the target gene is therefore 
not altered in the event of failure, and the CRISPR-Cas9 
material can be administered several times in a row to 
increase the rate of success of the edition. …the cell 
tends to use the uncut strand as a model rather than 
the matrix that is provided,” explains the researcher 
François Moreau-Gaudry.

We know that all those failures of our scientists will 
not convince them give up their experiments, but those 
failures convince us of the incomparable and unsur-
passable intelligence of the Creator, Who achieved 
such perfection of functions in an incredibly small size 
in the organisms of living creatures. It is so perfect 
that even the slightest change causes an irreversible 
disorder in the organism that should be “improved”. 
All those failures should send an urgent message to 
our scientists, which is, to become humbler and to be 
aware that their ideas and methods, when applied on 
a large scale, would represent a genuine danger to 
all humanity. But because, in our world, money is the 
driving force of war, everything that could contribute 
something to it, sooner or later receives a patent and an 
approval, so that it can be applied to the population…

We regret that among all those scientists, there is 
no recognition of, or wholehearted admiration for, the 
wonderful works of the Creator, the Almighty, but rather 
an unhealthy curiosity and improper interference in the 
intricacies of the divine creation, without the permis-
sion of the Designer. It is also a waste of time, because 
without fighting the causes of sicknesses, new ones 
constantly appear. It is always the same old song: one 
tries to fight the effects of sicknesses, their symptoms, 
instead of the causes.

Our dear scientists would do better to care about the 
living conditions of people, the stress in which they 
live, the polluted air they breathe, the food and water 
they consume, which are full of hormonal impurities, 
all sorts of chemical products, and radioactivity from 
nuclear accidents and failures, and the electromagnetic 
radiation (waves) they are immersed in and now also 
those of 5G… In our world, where Satan is the prince, 
money is earnt by creating sicknesses, and even more 
money is earnt by “healing” them.

But there is another factor in sickness that humankind 
completely ignores, namely, its mentality. The selfish 
way of thinking, which prevails in the human heart, 
is the cause of numerous adversities, hostilities, jeal- 
ousies, disappointments as well as a whole range of 
other negative impressions that have catastrophic ef-
fects on health, and that stress the nerves every day. 
They wear out the body and cause all types of disrup-
tions in its functions, which eventually lead to sickness 
and sooner or later to death. That is what Apostle Paul 

already recognized in his time, and what he explained 
with these words: “The wages of sin is death.” Romans 
6: 23.

To solve that problem, which seems to be unsolvable, 
the God of the Universe, the Creator of all things, went 
as far as sacrificing his own Son, whom He loved above 
all, to create the only possible balance capable of cover-
ing all of humankind’s deficits. It is only the precious, 
pure and faultless life of Jesus, given with great love 
on Golgotha (Calvary), which can fill in the abyss of the 
curse that was opened by sin, which means, by selfish-
ness in all its forms. Before Jesus gave the remainder 
of his life on the Cross, he exercised a sublime ministry 
of love and gave himself completely for the benefit of 
unhappy humankind. Because he healed the sick, the 
infirm and the lepers and raised the dead, he showed 
that in the coming Kingdom of God, all sicknesses and 
even death will be overcome.

He did not need any microscopes, test tubes or genetic 
manipulation to give perfect health back to those who 
had lost it. The power of God’s Spirit, whose fullness 
rested on him, was enough to restore perfect balance 
in the bodies of those who approached him with faith. 
It is precisely that Spirit of God, the Vital Fluid, that is 
the origin of all life, and that is indispensable for life. 
That is what humankind currently lack completely, due 
to their selfish mentality.

In God’s Kingdom, which will very soon be introduced, 
the divine education will make humankind altruists and 
the Almighty’s children, who will be able to receive the 
glorious influence of God’s Spirit, which will make all 
sickness impossible and destroy death forever. It will 
be the realization of what Apostle Paul added after he 
said that “the wages of sin is death”: “The gift of God 
is eternal life in Jesus Christ our Lord.”

An extraordinary foster mother
The following report was published in the French news-
paper Courrier de l‘Ouest:

A goat rescues an orphaned foal

France: “Gamin”, a male foal, is a dark-brown cross-
breed orphan. His mother died during his birth. This 
three-month-old galloper thanks his survival to a goat 
that suckled him from birth. Gamin, which is a cross 
with a thoroughbred and French mare, is a riding horse 
and today has a promising future as a showjumper.

It all began in the area of Champigné, in western 
France. When the foal’s owner, Bernard Drillot, saw that 
his broodmare was dying, he immediately telephoned 
his friend Pierre Gentilhomme, whose son, Patrick, is 
goat farmer in the nearby area of Soulaire-et-Bourg.

Patrick really lives up to his surname [because Gen-
tilhomme means “kind man” in French]. Patrick didn’t 
hesitate to lend Bernard one of his goats. That was 
lucky for Gamin, because Patrick’s goats produce a lot 
of milk. Patrick said: “At the moment, we’ve got one 
goat that is suckling three kids and that is still produc-
ing excess milk.” Then he also explained: “Goat milk 
is the closest thing to horse milk.”

After Gamin’s birth, Bernard and his wife gave him 
some replacement milk: “colostrum”. But Gamin would 
not have flourished so well if had only been fed milk 
made from milk powder. Fortunately for him, that goat 
was ready.

“There are Gamin and his mother!”

“At the beginning, we let the goat stand on a table 
so that the foal could suckle from it. But now, Gamin 
knows how to help himself,” said Bernard. Pierre’s wife 
remembers how passionately Gamin fought: “We felt 
that he wanted to live. He could have simply resigned 
himself to death. But no, he looked for the goat’s milk.”

When those two animals suddenly crossed the farm-

yard together, with the foal, in great shape, right be-
hind the goat, Pierre said: “There are Gamin and his 
mother!” And everyone thinks that’s natural…

However, this improvised motherhood will not last 
forever. Bernard promised to return the goat after two 
months. No matter how often Patrick said that he doesn’t 
need the goat, Bernard is resolute: “Next winter, Gamin 
will live with his sister, Fanette, in the meadow.” But 
Patrick compassionately said: “He is still too young.”

A strong character

But Bernard doesn’t share that point of view: “It’s 
necessary for him to get used to living together with 
other horses. Otherwise, he could develop behavioural 
problems in contact with his own kind. Apart from that, 
he’s currently being spoiled by humans. When he has 
to be trained, he won’t understand and won’t like it. 
He’s already got a strong character…”

At the moment, Gamin and the goat are spending 
happy days together in Champigné. Until he is sepa-
rated from his “mother” and starts his competitive ca-
reer, Gamin is entitled to a little respite. Because the 
beginning of his life certainly was a bit chaotic… 

Fortunately, the composition and taste of goat milk 
greatly resemble horse milk and suited the foal well. 
That is how it could survive, despite the loss of its mother. 
Because its foster mother happily fulfilled the wishes 
and needs of its “suckling”, as the photo accompanying 
the newspaper report shows, even though the foal was 
three times the size and weight of the goat.

That is another proof that animals, even if they are 
quite different in appearance and nature, can quickly 
understand each other, be good to each other and form 
friendships. That happens even easier when humans 
serve them as the connecting link. That is exactly how 
it should have been since the beginning of time, ac-
cording to the will of the divine Creator. That is pre-
cisely where the superiority of humans over all other 
creatures, should be confirmed. The latter would then 
have shown their attachment and loyalty, and achieved 
perfect harmony among each other.

Because humankind separated itself from the Source 
of good, due to its ingratitude and curiosity, it became 
a malefactor. Due to its actions, communion and good 
understanding among beings was broken, and because 
of humankind, the planet has been cursed in many ways. 
That is in no way a punishment emanating from God, 
but the equivalent of the evil committed.

To make horses race each other for passion and to 
earn money, certainly isn’t normal, even though it is 
considered normal in our world. There are also many 
other activities in which humankind finds distractions 
and pleasures, which are unhealthy enjoyments that, 
far from raising the level of culture which humankind 
boasts about, only lower it.

To bring Gamin into contact with his own kind, is 
understandable and natural. But if he could choose, he 
would prefer to live together with other horses and his 
“adoptive mother” in a meadow, rather than let himself 
be trained for equestrian sport. Because that environ-
ment does not attract him, and he can’t do anything 
with applause or money.

Fly away from, or restore?
We are certainly facing the serious question of whether 
we can survive. There are many causes of the threat to 
life on Earth. Numerous scientists and many wealthy 
business people think about these matters, but the an-
swers are not easy to find. Some people propose solu-
tions that they seriously believe in, but that are hard to 
understand and even harder to implement. The proof 
of that, is that Elon Musk wants to send humanity into 
Space, for it to live there. On that subject, we quote 
an article that was published in the Belgian-French 

Book of Remembrance), Eternal Life and The 
Divine Revelation. She has, with her, only 
two copies of the PAPER FOR ALL, which 
she keeps hidden in her pocket and reads as 
often as she can find an opportunity.

Finally, the village people decide to launch 
a mission for the purpose of strengthening 
the position of the faithful and of fighting the 
influences contrary to the Catholic religion. 
They intend to convert the heretic. However, 
Martina stands firm. Three missionaries, with 
the priest, are sent to her. Perceiving the 
four men approaching the house, Martina 
prays and places herself in the Lord’s hands. 
She answers their arguments with faith and 
conviction. The priest derides her and holds 
her up to scorn. The missionaries are much 
more tolerant and broad-minded than the 
priest. When they left, one of them said to 
her: “I perceive you have an ideal. Please 
pray for us.”

Gradually, things settle down; time does 

its healing work. Martina returns to work 
outside the village, in a town where she is 
able to renew contact with the Family of 
Faith.

Several years later, mother falls ill and asks 
her daughter to come to her assistance. So, 
Martina returns to her village and takes up 
her quarters with her mother to nurse her. 
Very gradually, circumstances do their work 
in mother’s heart. She is touched by the de-
votion and the affection shown to her by her 
daughter, whereas the religious faction in the 
village is very indifferent towards her. One 
day, when mother asked the priest to come 
and administer holy communion, and she had 
duly fasted in anticipation, he failed to turn 
up at the appointed time, giving no thought 
to her, and made her wait long hours before 
he did come, thus making the patient worse. 
So, while she does not understand things very 
clearly, her heart gradually returns to her 
daughter. That makes Martina very happy, 

and then the day comes when she watches 
her mother fall asleep, knowing that peace 
has been made between them.

On the day of the funeral, Martina follows 
the remains of the dear departed, but takes 
no part in the religious ceremonies of the 
village, which unfold according to tradition. 
Afterwards, when she is settling up the cost 
of the funeral with the priest, he asks about 
the Masses to be celebrated for the soul of 
her dear mother. Then, Martina delivers to the 
priest a clear testimony of the Truth, and he 
listens long to what she has to say, and there, 
matters rest. Martina stays in the village for 
some time to put everything in order. Mean-
while, it is the priest’s turn to find himself in 
trouble. His old mother falls ill, and not one 
of his good parishioners comes forward to 
help him: all are far too busy with their own 
affairs. So, very hesitantly, he ventures to 
ask Martina to come to his rescue. She does 
so very willingly, overlooking all the wicked 

things she has had to suffer in the past. She 
goes to the vicarage every morning, sees to 
the old lady, and prepares the noon meal. She 
thinks: “Now, they will no longer be able to 
say that I hate priests.” Indeed, her behav-
iour is a surprise to everyone, and there is a 
revulsion of feeling in her favour.

So, it happens that the priest would very 
much like to keep her on, but Martina deems 
that that must suffice for the testimony, and 
thinks of rejoining the Family of Faith. She 
goes to the town of N., and helps the evange-
lists who have their quarters there. However, 
having had to struggle such a lot in life, she 
is somewhat susceptible and retiring. So, 
without taking time to think, she feels she 
is unable to amalgamate with a community. 
After a while, she returns to the cottage left 
to her by her mother, and settles herself there 
for a time. Then, when she feels she is ready 
to make the required efforts, she returns to 
the Family of Faith.
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magazine En Marche on the 12th of August 2020, and 
that is titled:

Conquer Space, or save the planet

SpaceX’s launch of the Starlink satellite internet system 
in May 2019, sparked outrage among some astronomers 
and environmentalists. Rather than exploring Space 
and colonizing the Solar System, isn’t it more urgent 
to save our planet?

Parts of ejected rockets, disused satellites and acci-
dentally detached pieces of scrap metal, partly make 
up approximately 8,000 tonnes of man-made objects, 
of which apparently 6,300 tonnes is spacecraft debris 
[“space junk”], that constantly circle above our heads. 
Already an area of scientific exploration, Space has also 
become the playground of telecommunication compa-
nies and of billionaires with endless dreams. After hav-
ing polluted the oceans with drifting plastic garbage, 
humankind has achieved the sad feat of polluting the 
environment up to the air of the stratosphere.

Sending objects into Space is not without conse-
quences. Most of the time, you can’t remove them, so 
they accumulate, with the risk of collisions, of interfer-
ence and of the pollution generated by rocket launches, 
necessary for them to be put into orbit. The bitter icing 
on the cake for astronomers is that this saturation of 
the sky hinders the observation of stars and planets.

On the images provided by NASA, we do not see 
them, but there are least 2,000 satellites constantly 
orbiting the Earth. Elon Musk’s plans, if he can bring 
them to fruition, would add nearly 12,000 new satellites 
to an already overcrowded sky. Several launches have 
already been made to build what should eventually 
form a real constellation intended to offer high-speed 
internet to the less densely populated parts of the globe. 
Challenged from all sides, the American billionaire is 
trying to appease everyone, but he cannot convince 
worried scientists.

The emergency exit?

“I don’t think the human race will survive the next 1,000 
years, unless we spread into Space. There are too many 
accidents that can befall life on a single planet. But I’m 
an optimist. We will reach out to the stars,” prophesied 
the English theoretical physicist and cosmologist Ste-
phen Hawking, in The Daily Telegraph, October 2001.

For a handful of billionaires — like Jeff Bezos, Elon 
Musk and Richard Branson —Space seems to be their 
Plan B, the emergency exit from a collapsing Earth, 
whose resources will soon be exhausted. Under those 
circumstance, it is necessary to think about the future 
and the survival of humanity and to consider colonizing 
Mars or investing in the search for inhabitable “exo-
planets” [planets outside the Solar System].

Is that a matter of the philanthropic vigour of men 

who think they can save humanity by conquering inter-
galactic Space, for lack of new territories, or the whim 
of spoiled children? A sort of Noah’s Ark for the rich, a 
ship that will take us to a spare planet will not be able 
to take everyone on board.

The other argument against rockets is that they open 
up a field for the spirit of conquest. But apart from the 
desire to appropriate the Universe, to make it a place 
for tourism, and to ultimately project the same conflicts 
and power games as those that exist on Earth, there is 
an attitude that is very different from them, says the 
French physicist and philosopher Professor Aurélien Bar-
rau. Space can be approached with curiosity, like a vast 
domain that we still know very little about. It inspires 
and fascinates the scientist who seeks to understand its 
laws and who seeks to thoroughly explore it.

Heavy symbolism

Behind the environmental question, there is also 
symbolism, analyzes Professor Aurélien Barrau (from 
the Grenoble Alpes University, in France), who reminds 
us that Space is still far from being within the reach of 
human beings, even the richest and the most learned. 
Regarding those who dream of buying the Moon, he 
brings us back to Earth: “Of course, they will not suc-
ceed, it is scientifically insane, but the image is heavy, 
almost unbearable. Especially because those who plan 
to fly away are mainly responsible for the shipwreck.”

Under those circumstances, some people are rebel-
ling and demanding that all those “castles in the air” 
be abandoned in favour of more serious and burning 
issues. Fighting natural disasters, combatting pollution 
and tackling world hunger and public health problems, 
they are some very pragmatic and more down-to-earth 
suggestions.

It seems that it is ultimately the same endlessly 
absurdly game that is played out, first on Earth and 
now in Space. There are those who are inspired and 
fascinated by nature and the Universe, who explore to 
get to know better, and who explain in order to better 
share what, in their understanding, is for the common 
good of humanity. Then, there are those who want to 
monopolize everything they see and who want to jus-
tify their spirit of conquest, with speeches that are less 
and less convincing.

Aurelia Jane Lee, the writer of the above article, asks 
a wise question: “Rather than exploring Space and 
colonizing the Solar System, isn’t it more urgent to save 
our planet?” The answer is “yes”. Because to explore 
Space and to colonize the Solar System, is no solution 
to the problems that we have here on Earth. As the ar-
ticle also very well expresses it: “Those who plan to fly 
away are mainly responsible for the shipwreck.” That 
means that the shipwreck would be repeated in Space. 

There are 8,000 tonnes of man-made objects, of which 
6,300 tonnes is space junk, in the Earth’s orbit. There 
are over 2,000 satellites constantly circling the Earth. 
We must be dreaming! We are certainly talking about 
polluting Space. Do we really believe that our problems 
on Earth can be solved by colonizing the Universe? Do 
we think that we can permanently live in the Earth’s 
orbit? There, there is also a question of the air that we 
need to breathe and that must be produced, while it 
is found in its natural state on Earth. Without taking 
into consideration the needs of current society, which 
we must be able to satisfy in the Universe. All of that 
is unrealistic. And it is scientists who are proposing 
those ideas!

To fly away from a problem is not a solution. We 
must face the difficulty and together think about an 
answer. In this case, the difficulty is so enormous that 
there seems to be no possible solution, at least not from 
the human point of view. And the remedy that is often 
proposed is worse than the trouble.

To overcome a difficulty, we must investigate the 
causes. If we don’t do that, we run the risk of fighting 
the effects without really solving the problem: it is as 
though we want to fill a leaking container by continu-
ously adding water to it without fixing the leaks.

The original cause of all the difficulties that we cur-
rently know, is the Fall of humankind into sin. But 
what many people do not know is that that difficulty 
has already been solved. It is the Almighty Himself 
Who offered his own Son as the Sacrifice to pay the 
Ransom for us.

Through the appearance of sin, humankind was cut 
off from divine communion. Because “the wages of 
sin is death”, we are all destined to die without hope 
or help. By him giving his life for us, our dear Saviour 
has redeemed us. As a consequence, he chose a class 
of people who form his Church and who, for their part, 
have given their life in association with the Saviour of 
the world. He invites all people to follow him, as he 
promised his Disciples before he left them: “When I 
am lifted up from the Earth, I will draw all people to 
myself.” John 12: 32.

It is not a matter of flying into Space with spaceships, 
but rather of the Restoration of All Things, which every-
one is invited to collaborate on. That is the Lord’s plan 
for the benefit of all humankind. Numerous prophecies 
speak about that in detail, and we know that they will 
definitely be fulfilled. All of humanity — redeemed by 
the blood of Christ, and justified by his precious merits 
— will receive a new education through the discipline 
of their thoughts, words and actions, in order to become 
worthy of living on the restored Earth, which will again 
be what it previously was: the Garden of Eden, where 
everyone lives forever.

Some time goes by, during which, she 
spends some time at home and some with the 
Family of Faith, till the day comes when she 
stays for good with her brothers and sisters 
in the Lord’s Work. Soon, she realizes that 
she, too, could go evangelizing, and bravely 
launches herself into it. What a struggle there 
is then in her heart! Being timid by nature and 
very shy, she finds it hard to put up with the 
indifference and with the churlishness from 
the people she meets. Her eyes are often wet. 
But since she loves the Lord and He helps her, 
she takes her courage in both hands and gets 
on again with the Good Fight of Faith. Little 
by little, she begins to find her happiness 
in it. Some sisters, belonging to the group, 
go with her. Till at last Martina would have 
found it impossible to not be busy with her 
ministry with all her heart, for she loves it. 
She realizes what a great privilege she has 
in being able to work on the deliverance of 
all who are unhappy. So, she wholeheartedly 
sings this verse from the hymn called “She 
hath done what she could”:

’Tis to your heart, 
the Father is appealing:

Hasten God’s Day
by living holiness.

Put forth your strength
and every ounce of feeling,

For poor humanity
in sore distress.

News in brief
of the Reign of Justice
In the newspaper The Angel of the Lord, No. 
1 from the year 1929, there is an interesting 
commentary by the dear Messenger, with 
the title: “To know oneself is a great bless-
ing.” We reproduce some of his thoughts 
below, in relation to the following Bible 
text:

The LORD your God is testing you to see 

if you truly love Him with all your heart and 
with all your soul. Deuteronomy 13: 3.

“Our text tells us that the Lord, our God, 
tests us to see if we love Him. That means 
that the Lord is testing us so that we can get 
to know our hearts, so that we can see how 
we love our God. That is how that text should 
be understood, because the Lord knows very 
well whether we love Him or not. He does 
not need to receive assurances or proofs, 
because He knew our lives even before the 
foundation of the world…

The Almighty, his character, is only Love. 
That is why He does not need to be tested. 
He does not need to test anyone either, for 
He knows everything in advance. He has per-
fect faith, and by faith, He saw, in advance, 
the situation of humankind and how they 
would be taken out of this terrible condition 
of condemnation and be enlightened by the 
wonderful light of divine love and grace. 
Everything was foreseen, in advance, by the 
Lord, and everything was also made clear 
by the indications in the Holy Scripture. We 
therefore have foreknowledge of the things 
to come. We know that a recovery will hap- 
pen…

The sufferings that humanity endure are 
not unjust. The pains endured by the Saviour 
were not unjust either: they were just, since it 
was the way to pay the debts of humankind 
and to open the door for them to get back 
on to the right path. The Almighty does not 
do anything unjust; everything He does is 
wise and righteous. Regarding the people of 
Israel, even at the beginning of their course, 
the Lord knew, in advance, what their line 
of conduct would be, and Moses clearly told 
them that they would not be faithful… The 
Lord never sends trials, He only sifts them. 
He filters them so that they are for our good 
and great blessing. The unhappiness and 
suffering of the world are only the result of 
lawlessness… For the Little Flock, the es-

sential point is to love their neighbour more 
than themselves, for they should give their 
lives for poor humanity…

Our dear Saviour marvellously expressed 
those sentiments in his sublime Work. He 
powerfully and gloriously revealed the noble 
and generous character of his Father…

If we therefore love the Lord, as members 
of the Little Flock, we present ourselves daily 
as a sacrifice, and we remain in the attitude 
of sacrifice. Wherever the Lord shows us the 
sacrifice, we are happy to carry it out and 
to drink, from the hands of our Master, the 
cup that he holds out to us day after day. 
We rejoice, with all our heart, to be able to 
participate in that wonderful Work of bless-
ing and deliverance with our dear Saviour… 
It is the same for the Host of the Lord, who 
fight kindly and courageously for the Truth 
and who live the Law, so that humankind 
can see how the Lord makes them prosper 
and blesses the work of their hands, and so 
that humankind can be convinced of the 
happiness of following the Almighty’s ways 
and of living under the shelter of his divine 
protection.

The unity that must be achieved by God’s 
people, is far from being what it should be… 
It is every day that this unity should be felt. 
For that, it is important that the members of 
the Little Flock never forget their ministry as 
Priests and Sacrificers. The Host of the Lord 
must always have, before their eyes, the battle 
they have to fight for the Truth. Thus, cohesion 
can be shown by the ardour and zeal of all 
for the Lord’s Work, and by the love achieved 
among God’s people. That love must spring 
forward from our hearts, like buds bursting 
in springtime to show the flowers that are 
the hope of the fruit that will develop. That 
is how we should be attached to each other 
and, above all, to the Lord. Our thoughts 
should be intimately and completely linked 
to the Lord’s Work, in which the Almighty, 

in his great nobility and ineffable goodness, 
does us the immense honour of giving us a 
part…

Among God’s people, there are still many 
traits of recklessness and casualness, and 
there is a lack of appreciation, many distrac-
tions and a lot of divine insensitivity. One feels 
that there is not yet the powerful force that 
should animate God’s people to bring season-
ing and life. The Lord tests us so that we can 
become of where we are, having, before us, 
the goal to be reached, which is the resem-
blance to our heavenly Father’s character…

By following in the footsteps of our dear 
Saviour, we shall, like him, be able to love, 
cover and help, and pay without growing 
weary or without ever becoming poorer. 
Giving continually and becoming richer 
every day, is a science beyond human com-
prehension…

We shall feel the presence of the Lord in 
our midst if we are watchful and prayerful. 
Then, we are not primarily occupied with 
ourselves, but with loving the Lord, esteem-
ing Him with all our heart and giving Him 
glory… We want to watch and pray, so that 
at the time of temptation, we are able to 
overcome it. Let it find us standing and able 
to overcome it, in order to demonstrate that 
we love the Lord with all our heart and with 
all our soul.”

Let us take those teachings to heart, which 
show us that the Lord does not tempt us, but 
that He allows the trial so that we can know 
ourselves and measure our degree of attach-
ment to Him, on which our victory or defeat, 
in the race we have chosen, depends. Let us 
therefore be consistent in becoming faithful 
children of God, who can glorify the Lord 
and our dear Saviour.
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